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In this issue we hear from David 

Lynch, a former postgraduate 

student at Durham University, who 

recently took on the new role of 

Innovation Partnership Manager for 

the North East Local Enterprise 

Partnership. David reflects on his 

first months in the role finding out 

about the amazing energy assets, 

innovations and opportunities across 

the North East region.  

Developing and driving the North 

East Energy Catalyst Partnership 

The North East Local Enterprise 

Partnership (North East LEP) works 

with partners, including Durham 

Energy Institute, to develop our 

regional economy by exploring 

sector-wide initiatives, and 

connections to cross cutting agendas 

such as energy, digital and data, 

infrastructure and skills.   

 

 

Framing our opportunity - our Energy 

for Growth strategy 

I started working for North East LEP to 

lead on our regional partnership in the 

autumn of last year and it has been a 

fascinating journey ever since.  

In 2019, North East LEP developed its 

Energy for Growth strategy, identifying 

regional strengths, challenges and 

opportunities aligning to national 

energy policy. The strategy identified 

the North East as being home to a 

unique and wide-ranging set of energy 

innovation and demonstration 

capabilities, with local organisations 

responsible for a range of assets of 

regional, national and international 

importance.  Organisations include 

public sector, universities, institutions 

and government bodies all sitting 

within a wider innovation eco-system 

across our key sectors. The region is 

also home to exciting ‘real-world’ 

delivery opportunities for new energy 

technologies and solutions. 

 

It is these assets and characteristics 

that gives the North East the ability to 

innovate, demonstrate and deliver 

across a comprehensive range of 

energy challenges.  This presents an 

opportunity to drive regional growth, 

play a strong and unique role 

delivering on national energy policy, 

and showcase solutions to global 

energy challenges.   

 

 

Uniting energy assets across the 

region – the rise of the North East 

Energy Catalyst 

Our Energy for Growth strategy is a 

bold statement of our regional offer, 

encouraging collaborative buy-in for 

delivery, and helping to shape a 

pipeline of projects to strengthen our 

regional energy sector.  At the core of 

delivery is the ‘North East Energy 

Catalyst’, a new partnership which 

unites the North East’s leading energy 

innovation, demonstration and 

delivery capabilities; bringing together 

industry, public sector and universities 

to drive exciting new programmes. 

Leading the North East Energy Catalyst 

has given me a unique insight into the 

strength and breath of what this region 

has to offer.  

 

Strategy, Partnerships and Delivery – 

three initial priorities  

My initial priority was to develop a 

strategy for the partnership, defining a 

clear mission, vision and key messages 
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and carving out the steps to get us 

there.  

A key focus for me is to understand our 

Catalyst Partners - learn their role, 

what they can bring to the partnership 

and how it in turn can bring value to 

them.  As I’ve travelled across the 

North East, I’ve seen the region’s 

unique and comprehensive asset base 

for delivering innovative solutions to 

global energy challenges. Look out for 

our new video showcasing this work 

and bringing our capabilities to life. 

A region of opportunity - what our 

North East Energy Catalyst Partners 

have to offer 

Our universities have injected 

significant investment in laboratory 

test and demonstration facilities, all of 

which are great assets for our region.  

Newcastle and Durham Universities 

have invested in Smart Grid 

Laboratories hosting: battery storage 

testing capabilities, low-voltage 

network and an array of low carbon 

technologies.  

Northumbria University has a legacy of 

photovoltaics research and 

development stretching back twenty 

years.  They have developed a Smart 

Materials and Surfaces laboratory for 

the design and fabrication of PV 

devices and materials analysis.  All 

these facilities are valuable assets 

within a sixteen-mile radius, yet 

relatively underutilised by the business 

community - something I’m seeking to 

address as my role develops further.   

 

Our utility companies are looking for 

new ways to decarbonise their 

operations, whilst also looking for new 

clean growth opportunities.  In 

February, North East LEP was able 

approve a substantial Local Growth 

Fund (LGF) grant to support design and 

planning for a Customer Energy Village 

on Northern Gas Networks ‘InTEGReL’ 

site.   

 

The site will develop a new integrated 

energy facility based in Gateshead, 

helping to tackle the UK’s energy 

challenges delivering breakthroughs in 

the decarbonisation of heat, energy 

storage and transport.  Ultimately, this 

site will identify the most affordable 

and practical solution to moving end 

users onto low carbon, low cost 

energy.   

The Offshore Renewable Catapult in 

Blyth offers a growing suite of test and 

demonstration facilities for onshore, 

offshore, subsea and network-based 

businesses.  Recently I had the 

pleasure of gazing up in awe at the 

‘Haliade-X blade’, currently the largest 

wind turbine blade in the world 

measuring an epic 107 meters. This is a 

game changer for the global offshore 

renewable sector – and it’s on our 

patch!  This year I will actively strive to 

build stronger links between OREC and 

Durham University (via Durham Energy 

Institute), who have established 

themselves as an absolute world 

leader in off-shore energy research.   

I recently had a visit to Tyne Subsea to 

learn more about their specialist multi-

million hyperbaric test facility, 

designed for various industries 

including subsea, defence and nuclear. 

They currently house nine high-

pressure test chambers, including one 

of the largest commercially available in 

Europe, with the ability to test up to 

depths of 15,000m and -2OC. They 

have an impressive expert team and I 

look forward to hosting our next 

Energy Catalyst partnership meeting 

there in April.     

Empowering people, enthusing the 

next generation 

A key ambition for the North East LEP 

is to inspire the next generation of 

energy skills in the region. To have a 

thriving sustainable energy sector in 

the North East we need a new and 

upskilled workforce of wind turbine 

engineers, geothermal experts and 

energy storage specialists, electricians 

to name a few – these are the jobs of 

the future and it is vital we act now to 

build these skills here in the region. I 

recently visited Dame Allan’s school to 
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speak to students about a career in the 

energy sector, I came away with a 

sense of huge potential after meeting 

the bright, inquisitive minds of the 

future.  

 

So, what next? Action and delivery!  

In March, the North East Energy 

Catalyst will step up our delivery phase 

by launching an Energy Innovation 

Challenge Programme, supporting 

regional SME’s to bring forward 

solutions to global energy challenges.  

I’m excited to be leading a series of 

three energy innovation challenges via 

the North East Energy Catalyst 

throughout 2020/2021.  SME’s within 

the North East LEP area will be invited 

to submit responses to the challenges. 

A cohort of up to 10 successful 

businesses per challenge will be 

identified by an expert panel utilising 

North East Energy Catalyst member 

expertise. 

The successful cohort will receive a 

programme of support which will help 

them develop their solution and bring 

it to market. Our support will comprise 

specialist business and 

commercialisation advice facilitated by 

the North East LEP and Innovation 

SuperNetwork, and leading regional 

energy specialists through the North 

East Energy Catalyst. 

In addition to this programme of 

support, businesses within the cohort 

will have an opportunity to secure 

funding towards the development and 

commercialisation of their business.  

Programme partner Northstar 

Ventures will offer £20k investment, 

subject to eligibility, to nine businesses 

across the programme. Participant 

SME’s with well-developed business 

cases, will also be invited to submit 

matched grant applications for Local 

Growth Funding (LGF) of up to a 

further £20k. 

The first challenge, (due to be 

launched at the Crowne Plaza Hotel, 

Newcastle upon Tyne on 20th March 

9am-12:30pm REGISTER HERE) is 

centred on finding scalable solutions 

for Decentralised and Decarbonised 

Energy. Whilst any solutions relevant 

to the overarching challenge are 

welcomed, three specific examples are 

provided below to help frame the type 

of solutions we are looking for at 

different scales: 

 Micro-scale: ditching diesel 
generators - diesel generators are 
commonly used by industry to 
provide mobile and reactive 
power supply for various uses, 
with hundreds of off-grid homes 
in the North East also relying on 
generators for power. What 
innovative alternative solutions 
may be available for domestic or 
commercial premises or vehicles? 

 Community-scale: power to the 
people - an emerging solution to 
bring power generation or 
charging infrastructure to 
communities is to utilise 
incumbent local utility 
infrastructure such as community 
buildings, sub-stations, or 
water/sewage pumping facilities 
as a hub. What innovative 
concepts and solutions centred 
around this infrastructure could 
provide decarbonised and 
decentralised energy for 
community use? 

 Macro-scale: commercial energy 
productivity - key employment 

sites like business parks, and 
development sites such as 
enterprise zones, can be energy 
intensive and suffer from grid-
constraints. What innovative 
decentralised solutions could help 
ensure secure, affordable and 
sustainable energy to attract 
businesses, reduce their costs, 
and improve energy productivity? 

 

Applications will be assessed by an 

expert panel comprising of North East 

Energy Catalyst partners; Northern 

Powergrid; the North of Tyne 

Combined Authority; Northumbrian 

Water; North East LEP; and Innovation 

SuperNetwork; and programme 

partners Northstar Ventures. 

This is an exciting time for me and my 

colleagues at the North East Energy 

Catalyst. The North East is built upon 

a legacy of innovation in power, from 

steam to electricity and now 

sustainable energy – we are a force to 

reckon with and now is the time to 

propel our great region onto the 

global energy stage. 
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For further information on our 

North East Energy Catalyst or our 

Innovation Challenge Programme 

Launching 20th March 2020 please 

contact: 

David.Lynch@nelep.co.uk  

Energy Innovation Partnership 

Manager 

North East Local Enterprise 

Partnership 

This post is part funded by 
European Regional Development 
Fund 
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T: +44 (1) 191 334 4510 
E: evelyn.tehrani@durham.ac.uk 

@DEI_Durham 

www.durham.ac.uk/dei/  
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